ALFRED NOBEL AND LITERATURE
punish the wrong; Beatrice is therefore completely justified in
taking the law into her own hands. Such is the argument in
Shelley's drama, and the same point of view is expressed in Nobel's
tragedy. Beatrice believes that she is entitled to kill her father :
" For lesser crimes than his, the State pronounces the death
penalty. If the State will not see justice done, the oppressed must
take the law into their own hands ... I am the avenger of
outraged innocence and of flouted justice* I am also the in-
strument of Almighty God, for I carry out His high command."
The philosophy of life which is the background of the drama is
the same as Shelley's, and Nobel's interest in expressing this
philosophy often leads him to interrupt the action in order to
discuss the great problems involved. His attitude towards these
problems is on the whole identical with SheEey's. He is an
extravagant idealist, but, for that very reason, he is a keen opponent
of dogmatic Christianity, although at the same time betraying his
passionate, admiration for the actual teachings of Christ. He
shares Shelley's propensity for converting the principle of good into
the principle of evil, and vice versa. The Satan of Nobel's drama is
in essence merely a variation of the type invented by Shelley and
Byron, a spirit of freedom who has become indignant at oppression.
The same unreasoning hatred of " priestcraft '* which runs like a
red thread through Shelley's poetry is also evident in Nobel's work.
"Priestcraft," says Guerra, the enlightened philosopher of the
drama, " leads to the worst abuses. It is true that royal power is
also seriously abused, and the whole of so-called Christendom still
- resembles a slaughter house, but in comparison with the terrors of
priestcraft, these axe but trivialities. The fact is that princes can
rely upon their military resources, while the Church has no other
support but superstition, which is nourished by ignorance and fear,
and whose continuance is secured by the doctrine of hell and by the
inquisition," In another passage he says: " Christ preached the

